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KRION® WOOD

 Mood
Noken presents MOOD, a new concept in bathrooms comprising two large families of products: a sanitary ware line and a brassware line. The sanitary ware line, designed by Rogers Stirk Harbour + 
Partners and Luis Vidal + Architects combines the world of ceramics with the integration of accessories. Our broad range of options makes this collection modular and expandable, as well as versatile and 
functional. An exciting combination of colours brings a touch of freshness and modernity.

75 cm. KRION® basin pack *

KRION® wall hung pan pack ** 

75 cm. WOOD basin pack *

WOOD wall hung pan pack ** 

120 cm. KRION® right basin pack *

Wall hung pan

120 cm. WOOD right basin pack *

Magnifying mirror KRION® panel with space for 2 

accessories

120 cm. KRION® left basin pack *

WOOD panel with space for 2 

accessories

* Available for single lever basin mixer or custom cutout for MOOD wall mounted basin mixer (go to page 16). Washbasin included. For further information please consult your nearest Retail outlet or our website.

120 cm. WOOD left basin pack *

51 cm. wall hung basin 94 cm. KRION® wall-hung module 94 cm. WOOD wall-hung module

KRION® panel with space for 3 

accessories

WOOD panel with space for 3 

accessories

Separate KRION® panel with space 

for 2 accessories.

Separate WOOD panel with space for 

2 accessories.

** Available with Chrome or White fl ush buttons. Wall hung pan and SMART LINE cistern included. For further information please consult your nearest Retail outlet or our website.
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 Neox

 Essence C

46x42 cm. semi-recessed basin. Without 

taphole.

46x42 cm. semi-recessed basin

Semi-recessed pan adjustable outlet. Semi-recessed bidet, including spray 

nozzle

Noken developed a new concept of interior design by integrating sanitaryware into the actual bathroom structure with an increased aesthetic value. The straight lines and square volumes contri-
bute a refreshing character to bathroom spaces.  Neox stands for a trendy series emphasizing a modular and integrated approach, which makes it the ideal choice for wellness areas, private spas, 
gyms, etc…

49 cm. countertop basin

Back to wall pan. Adjustable outlet

80 cm. wall hung basin+ Towel rail *

Back to wall pan complementary 

cover
Wall hung pan Wall hung bidetBidet Bidet cover Bidet cover + Towel rail *

Haute couture for the bathroom. Several years have passed since the fi rst Essence bathroom unleashed a revolution by transforming bathroom spaces into living spaces, imbued with elegance and 
creating a warm and cozy atmosphere. Essence-C follows the same values with a modern twist.

* Towel rail is optional
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 Forma

 Arquitect

100 cm. wall hung basin Ø60 cm. round mirror with light47.5 cm. wide wall-hung module Ø60 cm. round mirror47.5 cm. wide wall-hung module

Wall hung pan

100x65 cm Mirror with perimeter 

LED lighting.

100x65 cm. horizontal mirror 

Wall hung bidet

Timeless and contemporary. The rounded corners and curvature shape that characterize the Forma collection creates a feeling of lightness in the bathroom. The more modern and complex our 
world becomes, the more we long for an escape of the daily stress, to refresh our mind, vision and emotions. The design of the Forma series allows an expression of minimalism but with a personal 
touch. The sinuous lines of the series, its attractive surface and subtle luxury makes it the perfecto choice for those who seek prestige with contemporary forms for a cozy and functional bathroom 
environment. The collections features eye-catching ceramic elements with rounded edges providing softness to bathroom aesthetics.

Cloakroom basin 35x25 cm. rightside 

tap hole

Cloakroom basin 35x25 cm. legttside 

tap hole

Back to wall pan. Adjustable outlet

50 cm. wall hung basin

Wall hung pan

60 cm. wall hung basin

Bidet

C/C adjustable outlet pan

Wall hung bidet

The smooth continuous lines, functionality and adaptability to fi t any bathroom space, make the Arquitect range suitable for current designer tastes. The variety of products within the range permit 
both compact and large luxurious bathroom designs. The series contains a CC toilet suite, BTW pan and also wall hung pan and bidet, next to a variety of wall mounted and cloakroom basins. The 
Arquitect collection shows fl uidness and dynamism of lines, that makes it exceptional with a distinctive look. The  perfectly balanced and harmonious well-defi ned curvature silhouette make the 
Arquitect collection both stunning and highly functional.
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Ø80 cm Ø60 cm

 Giro

 Lounge

Wall hung pan Wall hung bidet

Floor standing basin Ø46 cm. countertop basin

120 cm wall hung vanity unit 80 cm wall hung vanity unit Ø80 cm. / Ø60 cm. mirror 80x100 mirror with light strip 

illuminated by LEDs.

120x80 mirror with light strip 

illuminated by LEDs

Ø80 cm. Round mirror 50x160 cm. mirror

Wall hung pan Wall hung bidet

The richness of the Giro collection invites us to imagine many designer possibilities, creating unique architectural spaces extracted from the imagination of great designers. Sculpture, architectural 
or merely functional object, Giro has been designed to meet the maximum demands with a pure and minimalist design. The fl uid shapes and poetic lines in both the wall hung pan and bidet 
transform your bathroom into an modern designer space.

The Lounge range is perceived as a purely geometrical evolution. It does not want to be static as it refl ects the dynamic synthesis of the natural lines, neat and rational. Designs that evoke unique 
architectural spaces born at Simone Micheli’s studio. Result of a thorough analysis, the Lounge sanitaryware range refl ects its symbols and poetic expressions.
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 Hotels

 Bela

110 cm

82 cm

80x70 cm 37x80 cm110x70 cm 80x37 cm

85x45 cm 45x90 cm

82 cm. wall hung basin with left 

off set bowl *

* Is also available without tap hole

* Is also available without light

82 cm. wall hung basin with right 

off set bowl *

110 cm. wall hung basin with left 

off set bowl *

110 cm. wall hung basin with right 

off set bowl *

Towel rail

85 cm. wall hung basin 120 cm. wall hung countertop with 

left-hand side opening

120 cm. wall hung countertop with 

right-hand side opening

130 cm. wall hung basin 200 cm. wall hung countertop with 

central opening

Mirror with light strip illuminated 

by LEDs

Mirror+shelves

Wall hung pan Wall hung bidet

85x42 cm. mirror with shelf and light 

strip illuminatied by LEDs *

Mirror C/C adjustable outlet pan Bidet

Although with a clear message of resignation, the outcome is generosity. Large basin surfaces occupying minimal spaces and incorporated towel rails located underneath the basin, attribute 
maximum comfort and functionality to the range. The wall mounted pan and bidet retain the sinuous lines that characterize the Hotels series.

The Bela collection is characterized by harmonious and smooth shapes, off ering smart space solutions with single and double sink compositions. The basins can be combined with practical counter-
tops, both for the smaller and larger sized basin, providing additional storage for toiletries or can be mounted individually on the wall. The CC suite and bidet are designed fully back to wall for easy 
cleaning and increased hygiene.
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 NK Compact

 NK Logic

60 cm. wall hung basin

65 cm. wall hung basin

Bidet

C/C adjustable outlet pan

80 cm. wall hung basin+ Towel rail *

Mirror with light, 65x40 cm. with 

sensor system.

Wall hung pan

C/C adjustable outlet pan

C/C adjustable outlet pan

Mirror 65x40 cm.

Wall hung bidetC/C adjustable outlet pan

The NKLogic series breaks away from traditional rounded sanitaryware and opens a new spectrum. The straight lines and angles become the main feature in this bathroom collection that has been 
designed to stand out from the usual.

An atemporal design that will last over time appears in the NK Compact collection.

* Towel rail is optional
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NK One

Acro

60 cm. wall hung basin

60 cm. wall hung basin 50 cm. wall hung basin 35 cm. wall hung basin

Pedestal *

53 cm. wall hung basin

Pedestal Semi-pedestal

C/C fl oor/wall outlet pan Inodoro independiente BTW con 

salida orientable

Semi-pedestal * Semi-pedestal **

C/C adjustable outlet pan Bidet

Bidet Wall hung pan Wall hung bidet

The NKOne series covers all installation possibilities off ering CC suites, back to wall pans and wall hung version of pan and bidet. A wide range of solutions to meet every need including a variety of 
basins and pedestals.

The Acro series takes us to a world where the superfl uous is redundant. An interpretation of asceticism that goes beyond the washbasin and toilet suite features that incorporates subtle lines.
A complete and ideal series for both large scale and smaller projects, the Acro range is the right solution for any bathroom design.

* Only compatible with 50 and 60 cm. washbasins ** Only compatible with the 35 cm. washbasin
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City

Urban C - Urban

URBAN

60 cm. countertop basin 60 cm. wall hung basin 45 cm. wall hung basin Pedestal Semi-pedestal C/C fl oor/wall outlet pan Back to wall pan. Adjustable outlet Bidet

A contemporary line for modern bathrooms, creating style and quality of life: this series presents unerring simplicity, with smooth curved lines based on the idea of combining diff erent elements 
into a new and clear design language. Urban-C is known for high quality products at aff ordable prices with a consistent look.

Wall hung pan Wall hung bidet

56 cm. wall hung basin Back to wall pan. Adjustable outletPedestal BidetSemi-pedestal C/C fl oor/wall outlet pan

The City collection provides the perfect solution for lower budget projects, but without the need to sacrifi ce quality and design. Envisaged for those seeking the most practical side of bathroom 
equipment.

Wall hung pan Wall hung bidet
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Imagine

70x110 cm 110x70 cm

The Imagine series is an approach to stylish bathrooms with Belle Epoque design, ideal for those attracted by the XIX century style. A fi rm tribute to the past but with a modern twist, creating a 
new archetype of total quality combining purity of forms with sensorial luxury. Imagine brings a balance between fashion and luxury, rationality and emotion.

90 cm. wall hung console basin

C/C fl oor/wall outlet pan C/C fl oor/wall outlet pan. 

Medium tank

C/C fl oor/wall outlet pan. High tank

Wall hung cabinet. Height 1750 mm.100x70 cm. Oval mirror

Mirror

Bidet. With 3 tapholesBidet

90 cm. wall hung console basin. With 

3 tapholes

90 cm. gloss lacquered wood legs

130 cm. wall hung console basin 130 cm. wall hung console basin. 

With 3 tapholes

130 cm. gloss lacquered wood legs
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70x110 cm 110x70 cm

Imagine N

Wall hung cabinet. Height 1750 mm.100x70 cm. Oval mirror

Mirror

90 cm. gloss lacquered wood legs

130 cm. gloss lacquered wood legs

A necessity might also be a luxury. With its bathroom fi ttings and consoles, the Imagine N series personifi es luxury and exclusivity. The merging of function and beauty with unprecedented preci-
sion and knowledge of high class elements symbolises the luxury and exclusivity for special interiors. It is complemented with personal details, not just in the design but also in its decorations.

90 cm. wall hung console basin

C/C fl oor/wall outlet pan C/C fl oor/wall outlet pan. 

Medium tank

C/C fl oor/wall outlet pan. High tank Bidet. With 3 tapholesBidet

90 cm. wall hung console basin. With 

3 tapholes

130 cm. wall hung console basin 130 cm. wall hung console basin. 

With 3 tapholes
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82x45 cm. 82x45 cm. 110x45 cm. 110x45 cm. 75x50 cm. 93x52 cm. 

Ø42 cm. 85x50 cm. 

Ø46 cm. 

46x46 cm. 

100x45 cm. 

56x40 cm. 

45,5x34 cm. 

75x48 cm. 

Ø40 cm. 

42x40 cm. 

80x45 cm. 

47x46cm. 

54x38,5 cm. 

105x45 cm. 

120x45 cm. 

51x46 cm. 

56x43 cm. 

Ø46 cm. 

65x50 cm. 

48x44 cm. 

70x50 cm. 

80x45 cm. 

46x42 cm. 

52x32,5 cm. 

80x46 cm. 

120x46 cm. 

51,5x45cm. 

49,5x40,5 cm. 

55x50 cm. 

50x27 cm. 

50x50 cm. 

42x42 cm. 

30x30 cm. 

60x45 cm. 

46x42 cm. 

52,5x36 cm. 

Ø39 cm. 

60x46 cm. 

100x45 cm. 

88x39,5cm. 

44x44 cm. 

63x41 cm. 32x27 cm. 

HOTELS

FORMA

JAM

CITY

SOTTO

ACRO

NANTES

OPTIONSCLIP

59,5x36 cm. 40x40 cm. 

RECESSED BASIN

Basins product range
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 Mood

Digital basin mixer Single lever concealed shower mixer

Floor mounted bath shower mixer

Wall bracket with outlet elbowSingle lever basin mixer Dual function handshower with 

diverter

3 ways thermostatic shower column

Sanitary shower

KRION® Sanitary shower pack WOOD Sanitary shower pack KRION® Sanitary shower pack WOOD Sanitary shower pack

The MOOD brassware line, designed by Luis Vidal + Architects, is born as a solution to the responsible use of water. In the electronic range, function, fl ow and temperature can be personalised to 
suit each use and user. The mechanical range off ers the same elegant, futuristic design, adapted to more conventional preferences.
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Nora
The highest  technology and most exclusive design are combined in the Nora series. The original open spout design allows a water fl ow in cascade. The basin mixer includes a LED with temperature sensor 
indicating from cold water in blue to hot water in red.  The basin mixer is also available in a standard version without LED.

Single lever basin mixer Single lever basin mixer. With 

integrated light

High spout single lever basin mixer High spout single lever basin mixer. 

With integrated light

Wall mounted basin mixer Single lever bidet mixer Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer
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Giro
The Giro mixer features a striking design, able to project the most sophisticated environments through its simplicity and rounded shapes. Its slim semicircular spout immediately attracts attention, while 
his fl at fl ow regulator provides an elegant waterfall.

Single lever basin mixer 3 hole basin mixer Wall mounted basin mixer Single lever bidet mixer Single lever concealed shower valve Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Concealed shower mixer Concealed bath/shower mixer Concealed bath mixer4 hole deckmounted bath set Concealed thermostatic Wall mounted concealed diverter 

valve

Stop valve Wall handshower holder with outlet 

elbow and 3 ways diverter

Wall bracket with outlet elbow Wall mounted body jet Wall mounted body jet
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Imagine

High spout single lever basin mixer

5 hole deckmounted bath set

Infra-red sensor kit with square trim

3 hole wall mounted bath

3 hole basin mixer

Concealed thermostatic 1 way

Single lever bidet mixer

Deckmounted valves with bath spout

Single lever basin mixer

3 hole deckmounted bath set

Free high spout

Concealed shower mixer

Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Wall mounted basin mixer

Wall mounted exposed shower mixer3 hole bidet mixer

Wall mounted bath spout

Wall mounted concealed bath 

shower mixer

Wall mounted bath/shower mixer

2 ways concealed diverter valve

Set of deckmounted valves

Single function handshower Wall bracket with outlet elbow

The Imagine collection perfectly suits to all kind of bathroom designs. A vast variety of mixer options off er a wide range of solutions to consumers. The clean and contemporary design as a homage 
to past times recreates modern bathroom spaces. The main features of this series are the waterfall spout and low water consumption due a specially designed fl ow restrictor.
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Lounge
“My idea of aesthetics is not based on minimalism. On the contrary, I base myself on maximalist aesthetics with the soul and subtleness of Italian fi nesse. The new luxury is in the emotion of a 
redefi ned object; sobriety which causes pleasant stimulus without falling into lavish Barroquism and overpowering decoration. Luxury is in the accuracy of the brassware, in its mechanisms, in the 
synthesised design and in the sensuality of the textures. Human beings become the centre of the space, the only character of the habitat, whose frame of mind expresses the harmonious continuity 
which peacefully interacts with the users”, Simone Micheli.

Single lever basin mixer High spout single lever basin mixer Wall mounted basin mixer Floor mounted basin mixer Single lever bidet mixer Single lever concealed shower valve

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Concealed bath/shower mixer 1/2”+ 

wall handshower holder + shower 

wall bracket

Floor mounted bath shower mixer 4 hole deckmounted bath set Rain function shower head Rain+cascade shower head

Wall mounted body jet Wall mounted body jet Single function handshower Wall bracket with outlet elbow
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Dune
A retro look and stylish design elements to reinvent the classical bathroom mixer with a touch of elegant minimalism. The Dune series transmits a beauty that transcends styles.

Single lever basin mixer High spout single lever basin mixer 3 hole basin mixer DUNE SILK. 3 hole basin mixer. 

Silks-creened

Single lever bidet mixer 3 hole bidet mixer

Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Wall mounted exposed thermostatic 

shower mixer

Concealed thermostatic 1 way Concealed thermostatic 3 ways 3 hole deckmounted bath set

Wall mounted bath spout 22 cm. rain shower head Shower head arm Wall mounted body jet Single function handshower Wall bracket with outlet elbow
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Forma
Forma brings minimalism closer. The sinuous lines of the series, its attractive surface and subtle luxury makes it the perfecto choice for those who seek prestige with contemporary forms for a cozy and 
functional bathroom environment. 

Single lever basin mixer High spout single lever basin mixer Single lever bidet mixer Single lever concealed shower valve

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Concealed thermostatic 3 ways Rain+cascade shower head Forma shower pack
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Irta
Its rigorous clean lines and rectangular shapes represent the purest essence of minimalism. Is hard to fi nd on the market the range of possibilities off ered by the Irta tap collection. A total of 15 variants for 
single lever basin mixer, including fi nishes and inserts, to meet the needs of the most demanding.

* COLOR INSERT

* WOOD INSERT

Free high spout Deck mounted control Infra-red operated basin tap

Infra-red operated basin tap Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

High spout single lever basin mixer

Single lever basin mixer

Single lever bidet mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve

Wall mounted basin mixer

Single lever basin mixer. Insert *

Single lever bidet mixer. Insert *

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Ceiling mounted basin spout

Floor mounted bath shower mixer

Floor mounted basin spout

Wall mounted exposed thermostatic 

shower mixer

Wall mounted exposed thermostatic 

bath shower mixer

Concealed thermostatic 1 way Concealed thermostatic 3 ways

3 hole deckmounted bath set

Wall mounted bath spout Rain+cascade shower head
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NK Logic
The NK Logic series echoes well-designed straight lines and appealing cubical forms to cater to modern design language. A meticulously designed integrated aerator with “clean” function allows self 
cleaning and lime stone protection. The basin mixer comes also in a high spout version for combination with vessel basins. The range shows how square forms usher into a great and fl exible design 
concept. The large choice of items, off ering perfect modularity, is the ideal solution for all your designer needs. The NK Logic line of products is also designed to enjoy relaxation, recreation and a sense of 
well-being in the shower area.

Single lever basin mixer

Concealed thermostatic 2 ways

High spout single lever basin mixer

Concealed thermostatic 3 ways

Single lever bidet mixer

Concealed thermostatic 3 ways

Wall mounted exposed shower mixer

SMART BOX. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Wall mounted bath spout Wall mounted body jet Wall mounted body jet
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NK One
A well-defi ned mixer body that is dynamically raked forward underlines a fresh and luxurious appeal that results in timeless contours for individual bathroom spaces. A new generation aerator with 
“clean” function permits easy cleaning and limestone protection. The product lines for basin, bath and shower environments combine straight surfaces and round edges to confi rm a special culture for 
perfect innovative designs.

Single lever basin mixer Single lever bidet mixer Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

SMART BOX. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

Wall mounted bath spout
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NK Concept
Simple and stylised design defi nes this range of tap fi ttings, characterised by the formal purity of its silhouettes. In addition, NK Concept tap fi ttings are a clear example of an ecological product, as their 
cold opening system reduces the energy consumption associated with heaters and steam boilers. The series has washbasin models of diff erent heights, thereby providing an ergonomic solution which 
adjusts itself to the needs of each user. 

Single lever basin mixer High spout single lever basin mixer 

229 mm

High spout single lever basin mixer 

305 mm

Wall mounted basin mixer

Floor mounted basin mixer

Single lever bidet mixer

Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

SMART BOX. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

Floor mounted bath shower mixer3 hole deckmounted bath set NK Concept shower pack NK Concept-C shower pack
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Urban - Urban C

URBAN C

The Urban series exudes modern aesthetics and dynamics with smooth lines reduced to the essential. Available in contemporary fi nishes such as Maximum Chrome, matt black and glossy white adding a 
distinctive touch to the range. 
The Urban-C basin mixer is a combination of function and good design blended with LED technology. The LED emanates from inside the open half round spout donates a truly innovative aspect to the 
series. More its eco consumption of only 4 liters per minute contributes to the environment.

Single lever basin mixer High spout single lever basin mixer Single lever bidet mixer Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

20 cm. rain shower head

Shower head arm Shower outlet elbowWall mounted exposed thermostatic 

shower mixer

Wall mounted exposed thermostatic 

bath shower mixer

SMART BOX. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

Wall mounted bath spout

Single lever basin mixer. With 

integrated light *

High spout single lever basin mixer. 

With integrated light *

Wall mounted basin mixer. With 

integrated light *

Single lever bidet mixer. With 

integrated light *

* Without light version is available in CHROME and WHITE fi nishes. 
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Hotels

Acro N

Single lever basin mixer High spout single lever basin mixer Single lever bidet mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Hotels shower pack

Elegant and cosmopolitan. Inspired by urban life and its protagonists. The range is characterized by its remarkable slender shape and elegant looks. The Hotels collection refl ects urban aesthetics, 
blending in eff ortlessly with timeless elegance. A trendsetter, not only because its original design, but additionally because of its technical performance and sustainability by only consuming 4 
liters per minute because of a specially engineered built-in fl ow restrictor.

Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve

Wall mounted bath spout

The distinctively square shape and hidden aerator boosts pure design following the latest trends of minimalism. The vandal resistant aerator and absence of edges and joints, make it also ideal for use in 
public spaces. 

Single lever basin mixer High spout single lever basin mixer Single lever bidet mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve
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Mini plus

Acro N Open

This is a brassware model that applies originality to the smallest formats. The fl at surfaces of its handles and the upper part of its spout give it a singular and highly attractive personality. We are no 
doubt dealing with an ideal choice for those who seek small dimensions without sacrifi cing design.

The Acro Open series includes a comfortable hole in the mixer handle that makes access and use easier for all members of the household. This variation was made without changing one bit the 
modern and functional identity that imbues the entire series.

Single lever basin mixer

Single lever basin mixer

High spout single lever basin mixer Single lever bidet mixer

Single lever bidet mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Wall mounted exposed shower mixer

Wall mounted exposed shower mixer

Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve

Single lever concealed shower valve
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Giro N

Imagine N

3 hole basin mixer

3 hole basin mixer 3 hole bidet mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Concealed shower mixer 2 ways concealed diverter valve

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Wall mounted bath spout

Rain+cascade shower head Single function handshower

The Giro-N series stands for purity and simplicity. The seductive and majestic forms of the spout and handles off er an excellent alternative to more classic and elegant bath spaces. Giro-N is an icon for 
originality with gentle ergonomics and perfect profi le, enhanced by the luxury black and gold fi nish. Giro-N also combines with the Giro brassware collection.

The sensual forms of the Imagine-N series convey simplicity and purity. The majestic spout boosts originality by its sleek profi le and highlights the classic look of this amazing range, enhanced by luxury 
fi nished such as Maximum Chrome and PVD Gold.

Single function handshower Wall bracket with outlet elbow

Wall bracket with outlet elbow
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Future
The Future collection fuses design and technology to create brassware of great quality and endurance. The cross handles with higher housing attribute an attractive and timeless style to the series. The 
high spout version donates an extra touch of elegance and functionality to the range. 

Monoblock basin mixer Monoblock basin mixer high spout 3 hole basin mixer 3 hole basin mixer Wall mounted basin mixer Monoblock bidet

Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Deck mounted bath/shower mixer

Floor mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Wall mounted bath/shower mixer 

3 ways

Concealed thermostatic 2 ways Concealed thermostatic 3 ways

Kit of deck mounted valves Set of deckmounted valves Stop valve Shower head kit 20 cm + arm Wall bracket + handshower + 150 

cm flexi shower hose kit

Shower outlet elbow
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Chelsea
Based on traditional lines, the Chelsea collection brings an elegant and marvellously fresh retro-look to the nostalgia of the bathroom of yesterday. A collection of stylised parts with the elegance of 
bygone times yet with a touch of modernity. Simple, slender and conventional lines form the basis for this striking collection 

Single lever basin mixer 3 hole basin mixer

Single lever bidet mixer

Wall mounted basin mixer

Single lever concealed shower valve

Single lever concealed shower valve 

with diverter

SMART BOX. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

Floor mounted bath shower mixer

25 cm. rain shower head Shower head arm

Chelsea shower pack
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Feis
Forms and classic design take center stage at the Feis collection, inspired by a design evocative nostalgic, but as a solution that focuses on modern and bold design. The simple forms are topped with cross 
handles and elegant ceramic inlays.

Monoblock basin mixer Monoblock basin mixer high spout 3 hole basin mixer 3 hole basin mixer Wall mounted basin mixer

Monoblock bidet 3 hole bidet mixer Wall mounted exposed shower mixer Wall mounted exposed bath 

shower mixer

Wall mounted bath/shower mixer

4 hole deckmounted bath set Stop valve Concealed thermostatic 1 way
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Thermostatics valves

BASIC. Concealed thermostatic 1 way

BASIC. Wall mounted exposed 

thermostatic shower mixer

ACRO N. Wall mounted exposed 

thermostatic shower mixer

BASIC. Concealed thermostatic 

2 ways

BASIC. Wall mounted exposed 

thermostatic bath shower mixer

ACRO N. Wall mounted exposed 

thermostatic bath shower mixer

FORMA. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

NK LOGIC. Concealed thermostatic 

2 ways

NK LOGIC. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

NK LOGIC. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

NK LOGIC. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

NK CONCEPT. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

URBAN. Wall mounted exposed 

thermostatic shower mixer

URBAN. Wall mounted exposed 

thermostatic bath shower mixer

URBAN. Concealed thermostatic 

2 ways

URBAN. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

URBAN. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

URBAN. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

RONDO. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways

CHELSEA. Concealed thermostatic 

3 ways
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Self closing taps / infra-red

Self-closing basin mixer Self-closing basin tap Self-closing shower valve Self-closing shower mixer IRTA. Infra-red operated basin tap

IRTA. High Spout basin mixer with 

sensor control

HOTELS - Basin mixer with sensor 

control with two water inlets

HOTELS - Electronic basin mixer with 

one water inlet

SQUARE - Electronic basin mixer with 

one water inlet
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60x20 cm. 

50x50 cm. Ø15 cm. 

50x28 cm. 30x20 cm. 

30x30 cm. 30x30 cm. 58,8x38 cm. 

45x25 cm. 

25x25 cm. 

56x42 cm. 

Ø50 cm. 

Ø40 cm. 

Ø30 cm. 

43x19 cm. 

Ø30 cm. 

Ø22 cm. 

42x42 cm. 

60x60 cm. 

50x50 cm. 

40x40 cm. 

30x30 cm. 

55x38 cm. 35x21 cm. 22x22 cm. 

50x23 cm. 

Ø20 cm. 

60x60 cm. 

100x50 cm. 

55x38 cm. 

40 cm. 40 cm. 18 cm. 24 cm. 18 cm. 20 cm. 20 cm. 

30 cm. 

20 cm. 

45 cm. 40 cm. 40 cm. 40 cm. 40 cm. 

40 cm. 

40 cm. 

40 cm. 

41 cm. 

35 cm. 

55x26 cm. 

SEASONS

NEPTUNE SLIM

WELLNESS

LIGHT

VICTORIAN COLLECTION

60x20 cm. 

35x35 cm. 

Ø40 cm. 

30x30 cm. 

20x20 cm. 

40x40 cm. 

30x20 cm. 

25x15 cm. 

40x30 cm. 

Ø30 cm. 

Ø20 cm. 

Ø50 cm. 

15x15 cm. 

50x50 cm. 

50x28 cm. 

50x30 cm. 

Ø40 cm. 

RECESSED BASIN

EXTRA-FLAT

SHOWER ARM

Shower heads product range
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LOUNGE. Wall mounted body jet

HOTELS. Dual function handshower HOTELS. Single function handshower

HOTELS. Dual function handshower MOOD. Dual function handshower BELA. Single function handshower

HOTELS. Single function handshower

GIRO. Wall mounted body jet

CAZ. 5 spray handshower URBAN. Dual function handshower

MEDIA. 3 spray handshower MINIMAL. Single function 

handshower

PROJECT. Dual function handshower

COTA. Single function handshower

SOFT. Wall mounted body jet

HOTELS. Wall mounted body jet

ESSENCE C. Wall mounted body jet

SQUARE. Wall mounted body jet

NK LOGIC. Wall mounted body jet

BELA. Wall mounted body jet

Body jets

Handshowers
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Shower packs

Forma shower pack NK Concept shower pack NK Concept-C shower pack NK shower pack Hotels shower pack Urban shower pack

Bela-C shower pack Bela shower pack City shower pack Chelsea shower pack Hotels shower pack
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Kitchen taps

LOOP. Single lever sink mixer with 

pull-out shower and swivel spout

NEXT. Single lever sink mixer with 

swivel spout

NK LOGIC. Single lever sink mixer 

with swivel spout

FUTURE CLASSIC. Monoblock with 

swivel spout.

MONOBLOCK FUTURE. Monoblock 

with swivel spout

PROFESIONAL. Single lever sink 

mixer with pull-out shower and 

swivel spout

SPRING. Single lever sink mixer with 

swivel spout

SOFT. Single lever sink mixer with 

swivel spout

PAL. Single lever sink mixer with 

pull-out shower and swivel spout

OSMOSIS. Single lever sink mixer for 

osmosis system with swivel spout

NK. Single lever sink mixer with 

swivel spout

URBAN STICK. Single lever sink 

mixer with pull-out shower and 

swivel spout

URBAN STICK. Single lever sink mixer 

with swivel spout

URBAN. Single lever sink mixer with 

pull-out shower and swivel spout

URBAN. Single lever sink mixer with 

swivel spout

ARQUITECT. Single lever sink mixer 

with swivel spout

HOTELS. Single lever sink mixer with 

swivel spout

MINI PLUS. Wall mounted sink mixer 

with swivel spout
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BATHTUBS
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Conic

Koan

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

176 x 87 cm. 

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

165 x 78 cm. / 191 x 97 cm

Double ended freestanding acrylic bathtub with an outstanding contemporary appeal. Bath waste and overfl ow set included. Syphon not included.

Sheer beauty and simplicity of form ensure an indulgent bathing experience. A luxury freestanding acrylic bathtub also available in a compact format.  Bath waste and overfl ow set included. 
Syphon not included. 
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Kubec

Novak

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

175 x 78 cm

180 x 84 cm

Double ended luxury freestanding acrylic bathtub with distinctive cubic styling. Bath waste and overfl ow set included. Syphon not included. 

The simplicity of the Novak freestanding acrylic bathtub communicates an understated elegance. Bath waste and overfl ow set included. Syphon not included 
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Victorian Duo

Victorian Single

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

170 x 76 cm

180 x 77 cm

Double-ended cast iron slipper bath with white enamel interior and 4 colour options for exterior fi nish. A beautifully proportioned freestanding bathtub equipped with lion feet for the most 
indulgent, luxurious soak. Includes exposed bath waste with plug and chain, and fl oor fl ange in gold, chrome or white. 

Cast iron bathtubs make a real style statement in your bathroom.  Our cast iron baths are designed with characteristic white enamel interiors and off er 4 diff erent exterior colour options to create 
a truly unique bathroom feature. The Victorian Single is a freestanding slipper bath with two ball and claw feet options available in chrome, white or gold fi nish. Includes exposed bath waste with 
plug and chain, and fl oor fl ange in gold, chrome or white. 

white

white

black

black

navy Blue

navy Blue

dard Red

dard Red

chrome

chrome

gold

gold

BATH WASTE WITH PLUG AND CHAIN

BATH WASTE WITH PLUG AND CHAIN

FEET

FEET

white

white

whitechrome

chrome

chromegold

gold

gold
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Victorian Oval

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

Soleil Round

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

Ø170 cm

170 x 78 cm

Traditional cast iron freestanding roll top bath with ball and claw feet, available in white, chrome or gold fi nish. Ideal both for restored historic homes and more edgy modern design schemes. The 
Victorian Oval comes with white enamel interior and off ers 4 exterior colour options. Includes exposed bath waste with plug and chain, and fl oor fl ange in gold, chrome or white.

white black

navy Blue dard Red

white chromechrome goldgold

BATH WASTE WITH PLUG AND CHAIN FEET

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for freestanding with panel. Choose a round bathtub for the soft curves and enjoy the sense of wellbeing that comes from comfortably stretching out 
in the deep beautifully proportioned Soleil bath. The ultimate bathing experience is the combination of a beautiful bath with the added luxury of a revitalizing whirlpool. Relax and enjoy all the 
benefi ts that whirlpool bathing brings. Available with whirltub kits S0, SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. Deckmounted taps are optional. 
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Soleil Square

Soleil Oval

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

160x160 cm

180x90 cm

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for panel, including a freestanding option with panel. The geometric design of Soleil square allows for a spacious soak for one or two people. For the 
ultimate in relaxation, enjoy this bath with an invigorating whirlpool system. Available with whirltub kits S0, SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. Deckmounted taps are optional. 

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for freestanding with panel. Soleil Oval stands for a contemporary double-ended bathtub which comes with streamlined totally one-piece panel to 
create a freestanding look that will make a design statement in any bathroom . Streamlined and uncomplicated, it is the perfect choice for a whirlpool bath. Available with whirltub kits S0, SX1, 
SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. Deckmounted taps are optional. 
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BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

Soleil Quadra

Soleil Off set

180x80 cm

170x120 cm

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for freestanding with panel. A double-ended bathtub that off ers a freestanding look combined with a one-piece panel. The Soleil Quadra design is 
characterized by a clear line and aesthetic sophistication and can be equipped with whirlpool functions. Available with whirltub kits S0, SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. Deckmounted taps are optional. 

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for panel. Comfort combined with space-saving is the driving force behind the Soleil Off set bathtub. A corner bathtub with an unusual but striking 
design, available in left and right version. Available with whirltub kits S0, SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. 
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BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

160x70 cm. / 170x75 cm. / 180x80 cm

150x70 cm. / 160x70 cm. / 160x75 cm

Soleil Single

Minimal

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for panel. Soleil Single is a spacious single-ended bathtub for extraordinary comfort and universal appeal. Pure geometry with a clear formal language 
and a celebration of modern lines. Available with whirltub kits S0, SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. Deckmounted taps are optional. 

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for panel. The Mininal series stands for purity of design fused with ergonomics. This well-proportioned single-ended bathtub off ers great versatility as 
it comes in three useful sizes that will suit to most bathroom situations. Available with whirltub kits S0, SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. 
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BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

170 x 70 cm. / 170 x 75 cm. / 170 x 80 cm. / 180 x 80 cm. / 190 x 90 
cm

190x120 cm

Minimal XL

Minimal Duo

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for panel. Generous proportions and simple lines make the Minimal XL double-ended bathtub timeless in its appeal. The aesthetic perfection from every 
angle celebrates the lightness of being, with a variety of fi ve dimensions for enhanced bathroom design. Available with whirltub kits S0, SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. Deckmounted taps are optional.

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for freestanding with panel. Embrace the moment and fulfi l the dream by completing your Minimal Duo bathtub with our whirltub systems for the 
ultimate luxury in bathing. Available with whirltub kits S0, SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. Deckmounted taps are optional. 
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BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

150x75 cm

175x80 cm. / 190x87 cm

Minimal Off set

Minimal Oval

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for panel. If space is scarce, good ideas are required. Minimal Off set gives you the opportunity to devise a comprehensive design concept, even in the 
most restricted bathroom spaces. Minimal Off set is a bold and intelligent re-interpretation of ergonomics and economy of space with a contemporary and innovative style. Available with whirltub 
kits S0, SX1, SX2, SX3, SX4 and SX5. 

High-performance acrylic bathtub, built-in or for freestanding with panel. The Minimal Oval double-ended bathtub has been cleverly designed without compromising on comfort. It comes with a robust, 
streamlined one-piece panel for a freestanding look. Upgrade your Minimal Oval bathtub with our air massage system and chromotherapy for an invigorating, yet soothing bathing experience. Available 
with whirltub kits SX1 and SX5. Deckmounted taps are optional. 
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SP One

SP One XL

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

140x70 cm. / 150x70 cm. / 160x70 cm. / 160x75 cm

170x70 cm. / 170x75 cm. / 180x80 cm. / 180x90 cm

Acrylic bathtub, built-in or for panel. The SPOne series provides a family of single-ended bathtubs with a classic rounded bathing space, from the 140x70cm for smaller bathrooms to a 160x75cm 
option. SPOne is the essence of a simply good form and good functionality. Available with whirltub kits S0. Deckmounted taps are optional. 

Acrylic bathtub, built-in or for panel. SPOne XL provides a family of double-ended bathtubs up to a luxurious 180x90cm version. Timeless yet contemporary, the SPOne XL bathtubs fi t to almost 
every bathroom environment. Available with whirltub kit S0. Deckmounted taps are optional. 
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Ecolite

Acore

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

BA
SIC

CEN
TER CH S0 SX1 SX2 SX3 SX4 SX5

120x70 cm. / 140x70 cm. / 150x70 cm. / 160x70 cm. / 170x70 cm

140x70 cm / 150x70 cm / 160x70 cm / 160x75 cm / 170x70 cm

170x75 cm / 180x80 cm

140x140 cm

Acrylic bathtub, built-in or for panel. No matter what the dimension of your bathroom are, our rich selection of Ecolite single-ended bathtubs will provide you with the ideal solution, including 
a corner solution. A bathtub range with the ideal format for any spatial situation. All Ecolite bathtubs off er additional hold with optional handles on both sides. Available with whirltub kit S0. 
Deckmounted taps are optional.

Enameled steel bathtub for built-in solution with an extensive range from 120x70cm to 170x70cm. Straight lines on the outside, curves on the inside. The soft shape of the inside ideally supports 
you in the bath and provides comfort even with small-sized baths. 
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RADIATORS
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Lis Refl ex Lis

465 x 1820 mm. 465 x 1520 mm.

Tetris

600 x 800 mm.

200 x 1400 mm. 400 x 1400 mm.
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500 x 1000 mm.

600x1200 mm.

600x430 mm.

1152x494 mm.

500x800 mm. 600x494 mm.

Inox Lux

Inox Scala

Inox Mini

Imagine N
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Compact

Essence C

NK Logic

Nantes

500x1165 mm.

1500x80,5 mm.

1200x80,5 mm.

900x80,5 mm.

SINGLE352x1800 mm. SINGLE367x1800 mm.

DOUBLE352x1800 mm. DOUBLE367x1800 mm.
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500x950 mm.

500x1300 mm.

500x730 mm.

500x1118 mm.

500x730 mm. 500x1118 mm. 500x1500 mm. 600x1800 mm.

Sky Contracts C

Contracts
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ACCESORIES
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Mood

Giro

Roll holder with cover Concealed soap dispenser for 

cuntertop

Robe hook 

Wall mounted tumbler holder Soap dish for shower wall Wall mounted toothbrush holders

Free standing/Wall mounted 

brush holder

Free standing/Wall mounted 

brush holder

Trim

Robe hook 40 / 50 / 60 cm. Towel rail 

Roll holder without cover Wall mounted soap dispenser

Wall mounted tumbler holder
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Forma

Arquitect

45 cm Shelf 45 / 60 cm. Towel railRobe hook 

Clean towel rail with extra 

hanging rail

Roll holder without cover Wall mounted soap dish

Wall mounted tumbler holder Wall mounted soap dispenser Wall mounted brush holder

Robe hook 45 / 60 cm. Towel rail

Roll holder without cover Wall mounted tumbler holder

Wall mounted soap dispenser Free standing/Wall mounted 

brush holder
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Dune

Urban C
Robe hook 50 / 60 cm. Towel rail 50 / 60 cm. Towel rail

Clean towel rail with extra 

hanging rail

Towel holder Wall mounted soap dish

Wall mounted soap dispenser Wall mounted tumbler holder Roll holder with cover

Spare roll holder

Robe hook 45 / 60 cm. Towel rail Towel holder

Wall mounted soap dish Wall mounted tumbler holder Roll holder without cover

Wall mounted brush holder

Free standing/Wall mounted 

brush holder
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Quatro

Nantes

Robe hook 

Robe hook 

45 / 60 cm. Towel rail

45 / 60 cm. Towel rail

Towel holder

2 arm towel rail

Wall mounted soap dish

Wall mounted soap dish

Wall mounted tumbler holder

Wall mounted tumbler holder

Roll holder without cover

Roll holder without cover

Wall mounted brush holder

Wall mounted brush holder

Clean towel rail with extra 

hanging rail
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Hotels

Roll holder without cover Roll holder with cover Spare roll holder Double roll holder

Wall mounted brush holder Free standing/Wall mounted 

brush holder

Robe hook 

30 cm grab rail

Double robe hook

45 cm grab rail

30/45/60/70 cm. Towel rail

45 cm grab rail with soap dish

Towel holder

Soap basket

60 / 70 cm. Towel rail

Soap and sponge basket

Soap and sponge basket 2 levels Corner soap basket Wall mounted soap dispenser Concealed soap dispenser for 

countertop

45 / 60 cm shelf

Clean towel rail with extra 

hanging rail

2 arms magnifying mirror with 

LED light

Clean towel shelf

2 arms magnifying mirror

Wall mounted soap dish Wall mounted tumbler holder Double tumbler holder
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